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Abstract: 

The news is a medium through which people of all walks of life interact with maps on a regular basis. The coverage of 

the current coronavirus pandemic provides a unique opportunity to study the reception of public health news maps. This 

paper outlines the development of a study exploring the processes involved in making sense of everyday maps. 

News maps have been argued to carry political meaning (Batuman, 2010; Churchill & Stege, 2006; Kosonen, 1999; 

Vujakovic, 1999, 2002), downplay environmental problems (Lyytimäki, 2020), and guide public risk perception in 

emergent health crises (Welhausen, 2017). In a prior study we are exploring the different representations of coronavirus 

in UK news maps during the early stages of the pandemic. These examples not only position news maps as rhetoric 

devices capable of presenting different arguments but also point to the importance of considering map interpretation as 

a process that is embedded in map users’ understanding of the world. 

Individuals’ prior beliefs and experiences having been shown to influence the interpretation of risk maps (Severtson & 

Vatovec, 2012) and infographics (Kennedy et al., 2016), this study is interested in how news map users draw on their 

prior understanding of the mapped topic and on their understanding of the map as a means of communication when 

engaging with news maps relating to a public health emergency. 

In the current study using the maps identified in our previous work, a multiple card sorting procedure was used to 

explore the conceptual frameworks news maps are approached with (Canter et al., 1985). In an interview setting with a 

whiteboard used for the sorting task, participants were asked to sort a set of 15 cards (maps) into groups against any 

criterion of their choice (free sorts) and responding to probes (semi-structured sorts). The probes were aimed at 

encouraging sorts that would tap into participants’ perceptions of the maps’ form as well as their content, such as asking 

about the perceived credibility of the maps. Participants were encouraged to talk through their sorting decisions and to 

label the resultant categories. Multidimensional scaling was applied to the sorts within and across maps, within groups 

and within participants, with cluster graphs interpreted in the light of the qualitative data obtained from participants’ 

sorting decisions. This approach takes into account both the recurrence of map (dis)similarity judgements across and 

within users and users’ justifications for these judgements to explore the conceptual frameworks against which the 

maps are interpreted (Canter et al., 1985). 

The stimuli were taken from our 1,256-map corpus of UK news maps relating to coronavirus during the early stages of 

the public health crisis. Fifteen maps were selected to systematically reflect different framings of coronavirus and to 

represent different map designs and news sources (left and right leaning, tabloid and broadsheet news outlets). 

In order to capture a readership (n = 45) likely to be diverse in their perception of the mapped topic and in their prior 

exposure to maps of different styles, participants were recruited along the dimensions of self-identified political 

orientation (left, right, centre/unaffiliated) and style of their primary news source (broadsheet, tabloid, not using 

mainstream news). As the stimuli maps were taken from UK news outlets, the sample was restricted to UK residents. 

Data collection is ongoing. The study will provide empirical evidence on the conceptual frameworks users draw on 

when interpreting public health related news maps. It will provide insights into how map users embed a news map in 

their prior understanding of a topic and in their understanding of a map as a visualisation. It may further provide 

evidence on news map users’ expectations about map design and content. The findings may have implications for map 

design beyond news maps by suggesting factors related to users’ prior understanding that may interact with intended 

map communication. 
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